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THE SEPARATION & FILTRATION TEAM

Our mission:
we keep you going, worldwide.

Located in the heart of Europe’s shipping com-

munity, Tullp strives to optimise the maintenance 

of its customers’ separation and filtration equip-

ment by minimising downtime and reducing 

operational costs. We offer the best spare parts 

through an unprecedented reverse engineering 

programme, hold a comprehensive range of 

stock for quick and reliable delivery and have a 

good solid Dutch mentality, where a personal 

approach and high levels of service comes first. Back flushing filtersPumpsHeat exchangersFreshwater generatorsSeparators

Engineering Dutch Quality



The key to ship management is to increase the 
running hours between scheduled maintenance 
and minimise the downtime, therefore at Tullp we 
believe that reducing operational costs should not 
compromise the quality of your vessel.  
As a leader in separation and filtration technology, 

we understand the problems and difficulties 

your engineers face during the overhaul and 

maintenance of your equipment. Our goal is to 

set new quality and durability standards, to help 

you achieve optimal efficiency throughout the 

lifecycle of your separation and filtration  

equipment. 

Tullp focusses on producing a wide range of  

spare parts for separators, triple screw low- 

pressure pumps, back flushing filters, plate  

heat exchangers and fresh water generators.

Our fully automated in-house supply chain gives 

us total control over product quality and ensu-

res full traceability of our spare parts, from raw 

material to final product.  As we are an indepen-

dent Dutch brand, we can guarantee outstan-

ding, unparalleled quality and offer an 12-month 

manufacturing guarantee to our customers. 

At Tullp we continually optimise our product 

portfolio, creating an extensive range of stocked 

items. Tullp offers the most comprehensive 

range of spare parts for separation and filtration 

equipment and is therefore always able to meet 

your requirements. By producing locally, we can 

supply globally. 

The unique combination of knowledge,  

unprecedented reverse engineering and our fully  

automated in-house supply chain enables us  

to supply high-quality products, specific and 

reliable maintenance solutions that will help  

you increase the running hours between  

scheduled maintenance and reduce operational 

costs, improving your bottom line.  

Set a new course:  
Tullp, your separation and filtration team. 

The separation  
& filtration team

Regardless of your needs, Tullp designs, engineers and 

develops the products your engineers rely on to keep 

your vessels going. Combined with our MaxAssist 

programme for all mechanical and electrical issues, 

Tullp maximises its added value and is your one-stop 

supplier for all separation and filtration requirements. 

Tullp spare parts and services will help you to minimi-

se your downtime, increase your running hours and 

reduce your operational costs, whilst improving the 

maintenance efficiency of your separation and filtra-

tion equipment. This means that Tullp is not only the 

best choice, but also the logical choice.

One-stop supplier

We’re an independent brand. 
Therefore we can meet your  
requirements.

MaxAssist

THE SEPARATION & FILTRATION TEAM

MA    ASSIST

The MaxAssist programme supports our  

customers throughout the year with on-site  

servicing and repair and year-round consultancy. 

Our engineers have received both mechanical 

and electrical training. The Tullp workshop  

also performs in-house inspections, repair and  

rebalancing services on all types of separator 

bowls. The Tullp workshop also overhauls  

complete separators.  

•  Spare parts for the entire scope of Alfa Laval and 

GEA Westfalia separators.

•  Complete new and reconditioned separators  

and bowls.

•  Complete scope of spare parts for Alfa Laval 

JWP 16/26/36 fresh water generators.

• Titanium plates and gaskets.

• Complete brazed CBM 26-76 & SWEP heaters.

•  Plates (titanium and stainless steel) and gaskets 

for all major brand heat exchangers.

•  Complete scope of spare parts for mechanical 

and magnetic IMO low pressure pumps  

(ACD, ACE, ACP, ACG, LPD, LPE, ACF)

•  Filter elements for Moatti back flushing filters  

FM 150/152/180/280 &T160.

•  Complete scope of spare parts for Moatti back 

flushing filters.

Separator spare parts

Freshwater generators

Heat exchangers

Pumps

Back flushing filters

Reverse engineering is the strength and foundation 

of our company. Our research and development 

department defines the material, dimensions and 

measurements of every single part. Using precise 

measuring equipment and CAD/CAM software, we 

create our own technical documentation. By adap-

ting to the latest and innovative manufacturing 

systems, we maintain a fully automated in-house 

supply chain. Therefore, when overhauling your 

equipment, look out for the Tullp quality label and 

make sure you receive genuine Tullp, high-quality, 

ISO 9001 certified spare parts. 

Engineering Dutch Quality

Rebalance, repair or exchange 
Tullp also offers a rebalance, repair and exchange 

programme for Alfa Laval and GEA Westfalia bowls 

and complete separators. 
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